SESSION TIMES

Sessions will be held:

9:30am – 4:00pm

On the following days:

21st January
4th – 5th March, 29th April
13th May 2017

COSTS

Award Students - $1920
Non-Award Students - $1920
Audit Students - $550
CISSA Fee - $10

This introductory course introduces students to the skills of counselling that are necessary to be effective in the counselling demands of ministry. The emphasis is on those skills that are required at a basic level of counselling and within a Christian anthropological framework. The significance of the management of the intimate human encounter in ministry to those who suffer is central in this course.

Janiene Wilson is a practising clinical psychologist and analytic psychotherapist. Her interest is in the convergence of psychology with theology and spirituality, and the unique pastoral dilemmas that the Church must now face and address.

REGISTRATION

Final date for registration:

8th December, 2016

For further information, course brochures & registration, please contact:

The Registry
Catholic Institute of Sydney
99 Albert Road
Strathfield NSW 2135
Ph: 02 9752 9500
Fax: 02 9746 6022
Email: registrar@cis.catholic.edu.au
Web: www.cis.catholic.edu.au

*Artwork: The Raising of Lazarus, Alessandro Turchi, 1617